
Wine Intelligence reports shop ‘All Access’

The Wine Intelligence reports shop is the fastest and best value way of answering your 
information & insights questions about the world’s wine markets & consumers

Reports shop all access annual subscription

 Access to all new reports: at least 25 to be published in the next 12 months

 Access to the existing Reports Shop library  - at least 55 reports

 One free ½ day Wine Intelligence trends workshop for your team

 Price represents a saving of over 50% on the list price of reports published in next 12 months

Reports shop All Access price for 12 months
GBP £25,000 | AUD $47,500 | USD $35,000 | EUR €32,500 per 12 month period

To find out more, please get in touch:
reports-shop@wineintelligence.com | +44 (0)20 7378 1277

Full Terms & Conditions available upon request

Access information & insight from 21 key wine consumption markets

“
At Moët Hennessy UK, we find 

Wine Intelligence  reports useful 

in providing clear facts & 

insights to understand current 

market dynamics

Béatrice Leung, 

Moët Hennessy

”

June 2016

The insights from the trends 

workshop are very helpful – to get 

this type of big picture thinking is so 

useful for us and it’s like you’ve given 

us a great guidebook on consumer 

behaviour that we can really utilise.  

Also, the reports are loaded not only 

with helpful data points, but also with 

industry relevant insights and analysis 

that help guide our strategies.  It’s the 

understanding of the nuances of so 

many different wine markets that sets 

Wine Intelligence apart.

Karen Daenen, 

Jackson Family wines

“

”

We have invested in Wine 

Intelligence reports to give us 

cutting edge insights in our key 

export markets.  The reports are 

comprehensive, understandable, 

and deliver exactly the sort of 

market overview our brand 

teams need.

Annalize de Klerk, KWV


